This paper examines the timing ability of hedge funds covering various investment categories. We extend the Treynor-Mazuy (1966) and Henriksson-Merton (1981) market timing models to a multiple market framework and propose the concept of a focus market in which a fund trades most actively. Concentrating on the focus market enables us to parsimoniously apply conditional multifactor models. With a large sample of hedge funds during 1994-2002, we show evidence of significant timing ability in the focus markets including bond, currency, and equity markets at both the category and the fund levels. Tests of performance persistence present some supportive evidence over a short horizon. Abstract This paper examines the timing ability of hedge funds covering various investment categories. We extend the Treynor-Mazuy (1966) and Henriksson-Merton (1981) market timing models to a multiple market framework and propose the concept of a focus market in which a fund trades most actively. Concentrating on the focus market enables us to parsimoniously apply conditional multifactor models. With a large sample of hedge funds during 1994-2002, we show evidence of significant timing ability in the focus markets including bond, currency, and equity markets at both the category and the fund levels. Tests of performance persistence present some supportive evidence over a short horizon.
Introduction
Hedge funds have experienced explosive growth in the past two decades and provide a fertile field to study active portfolio management. Many hedge funds label themselves as skilled market timers when dealing with investors. 1 This claim seems plausible in terms of some hedge fund characteristics. First, due to their exemption from the Investment Company Act of 1940, hedge funds have more scope to execute market timing strategies. Both Fung and Hsieh (1997, 2001 ) and Agarwal and Naik (2004) emphasize that hedge funds' dynamic strategies can generate option-like returns. Market timing is also a type of dynamic strategy that adjusts risk exposure according to forecasts about the market and delivers call-optionlike payoffs. Moreover, a hedge fund can trade in multiple markets, which enlarges the opportunity set for market timing. These qualities imply potentially better timing ability for hedge funds relative to mutual funds while complicating the measurement of market timing ability. The empirical evidence, however, is rather limited. In this paper we examine the timing ability of hedge funds.
Market timing can be viewed as a kind of tactical asset allocation strategy -increasing (decreasing) market exposure prior to a market rise (fall), which results in a convex relation between fund returns and market returns. Pioneered by Treynor and Mazuy [(1966) , hereafter TM], there has been a large literature discussing market timing in mutual funds. 3 Most of the empirical studies document little evidence of timing ability in mutual funds, and several even find "negative" timing ability (concavity) that is like writing an option contract for free or systematically adjusting market exposure in a perverse way. 4 1 For example, there is a category of hedge funds named "market timing" in the Hedge Fund Research (HFR) database. Other hedge funds, though not named market timers, may also attempt to actively rebalance their portfolios based on forecasting market movements. 3 A partial list includes Treynor and Mazuy (1966) , Jensen (1972) , Henriksson and Merton [(1981) , hereafter HM], Chang and Lewellen (1984) , Henriksson (1984) , Admati, Bhattacharya, Pfleiderer, and Ross (1986), Jagannathan and Korajczyk (1986) , Lehmann and Modest (1987) , Ferson and Schadt (1996) , Becker, Ferson, Myers, and Schill (1999) , Goetzmann, Ingersoll, and Ivkovich (2000) , Bollen and Busse (2001) , and Jiang, Yao, and Yu (2005). 4 Bollen and Busse (2001), who employ daily return data, and Jiang, Yao, and Yu (2005) , who employ portfolio holding data, find supportive evidence of timing ability in mutual funds. Their findings suggest that the measurement of timing ability may be sensitive to data frequency (see Goetzmann, Ingersoll, and Ivkovich, 2000) or data type. Limited by our database, this study employs monthly return data of hedge funds.
We investigate timing ability of hedge funds covering various investment categories. Hedge funds are categorized based on their investment styles. For example, a fund mainly trading in emerging markets is classified by the TASS database into the "emerging markets" category, while another fund intending to keep low risk exposure by holding both long and short positions in equities belongs to "equity market neutral." We examine various hedge fund categories, as they should have differing market timing behaviors in different markets.
We concentrate on timing ability in the focus market within a multiple market framework.
The "focus market" is defined as the market in which a hedge fund trades most actively.
Although the fund can transact in other markets as well, it is most likely to show timing ability in the focus market. In contrast with the previous literature that mainly tests timing ability in the equity market, the focus market in our paper can also be the bond, currency, or commodity market, depending on the fund's investment style. Our empirical results confirm the importance of the focus market concept. Furthermore, concentrating on the focus market simplifies the parametric multifactor model and improves test power.
We mainly employ conditional performance evaluation, as developed by Chen and Knez (1996) and Ferson and Schadt (1996) . Unconditional performance measures are known to be biased if fund managers react to publicly available information or engage in dynamic portfolio strategies. However, conditional measures, designed to capture the dynamics of risk exposures in reaction to public information, are appropriate for studying hedge fund performance since hedge funds often employ dynamic trading strategies. Consequently, our conditional approach distinguishes two sources of exposure dynamics -market timing and responding to public information.
Thus far, a number of studies on hedge fund performance have emerged. Ackermann,
McEnally and Ravenscraft (1999), Liang (1999) , Agarwal and Naik (2000) , and Edwards and Caglayan (2001) find that hedge funds have abnormal performance and outperform mutual funds in terms of higher returns and lower volatilities. Brown, Goetzmann, and Ibbotson (1999) document little evidence of performance persistence in offshore hedge funds, however.
Recently, Aragon (2006) argues that abnormal performance of hedge funds can be considered as a premium for share restrictions.
More closely related to this paper are several studies that stress the dynamic trading strategies and option-like returns of hedge funds. Fung and Hsieh (1997) show that, dramatically different from mutual funds, many hedge funds employ dynamic strategies which result in nonlinear payoffs. Fung and Hsieh (2001) construct a strategy factor mimicking the payoffs of a lookback straddle and show that this strategy factor provides high explanatory power for the returns of trend-following hedge funds. 5 Similarly, Mitchell and Pulvino (2001) explain the returns on risk arbitrage strategy by constructing a merger arbitrage factor, and find that risk arbitrage (fund) returns are concave relative to market returns. Agarwal and Naik (2004) , using option factors built on options on the S&P500 index, document that the payoffs of equity-oriented hedge funds generally resemble a short position in put options on the stock market, which also implies a concavity between fund returns and the benchmark returns. Our paper is in line with these studies of dynamic strategies. We focus specifically on market timing that leads to the convexity between fund returns and market returns. To This paper differs from these related studies in several important respects. First, we investigate a variety of hedge fund categories to provide a comprehensive view of market timing activities in the hedge fund industry. We conduct our analysis at both the category level and the fund level, while many existing papers mainly employ category-level data and might conceal fund-specific information. Second, we propose the concept of the "focus market" and extend the TM (1966) and HM (1981) models to a multiple market framework.
Concentrating on the focus market allows parsimonious parametric estimation and improves test power given the relatively short return history of hedge funds. Third, we apply the 5 Fung and Hsieh (2001) also construct a Primitive Market-Timing Strategy (PMTS), following Merton's (1981) model. The PMTS mimics a long position in a standard straddle on the market, representing payoffs of a perfect market timer -taking long (short) position when the market rises (falls). However, their purpose is mainly to explain trend-following funds' returns. In addition, Fung and Hsieh (1997) give some descriptions of market timing strategies of hedge funds, but do not provide a detailed statistical analysis.
conditional approach that is more appropriate to hedge fund performance evaluation than the unconditional model, and we develop multifactor timing models in a parsimonious Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) equation system. Fourth, Jagannathan and Korajczyk (1986) show that the payoffs from holding options could be confused with market timing because both strategies generate nonlinear returns. This concern certainly applies to hedge funds since these sophisticated investors often trade derivatives. We conduct several robustness tests to address this issue, such as evaluating and comparing timing ability between the funds that use options and those that do not. Finally, we test performance persistence to explore if past total performance, including both timing ability and selectivity, can predict fund returns.
Using a sample of 1,471 hedge funds from the TASS database during January 1994 through
June 2002, we find that (1) a few hedge fund categories show ability to time their focus markets, including convertible arbitrage funds in the high yield bond market, global macro funds and managed futures funds in the Non-U.S. bond market and the currency market, and market timing funds in the U.S. equity market at both the category and fund levels.
Meanwhile, some styles such as event driven show "negative" timing (concavity) in their focus market. The conditional approach shifts the distribution of timing ability to the positive side compared to the unconditional approach; (2) option trading is unlikely to explain the timing ability of hedge funds; (3) there is some weak evidence of performance persistence over a short horizon. In addition, the fact that we find different hedge fund categories exhibit differential timing abilities may provide practical guidance for hedge fund investors and for funds of hedge funds to allocate investments in different hedge fund styles.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 defines the focus market and develops the multifactor market timing models. Section 3 describes the data. Sections 4 and 5 present empirical results and robustness tests, respectively. Section 6 examines performance persistence. Finally, section 7 concludes.
Multifactor Market Timing Model
In this section, we extend the Treynor and Mazuy (1966) and Henriksson and Merton (1981) models to a conditional multifactor framework to examine if hedge funds can time their focus markets. We first present an unconditional multifactor model and define the focus market. Next, we develop the conditional multifactor TM model accounting for public information. Finally, we develop the conditional multifactor HM model.
Multifactor Model
A multifactor model follows from the fact that a hedge fund may trade in multiple markets.
One unconditional multifactor model regresses the excess returns of the hedge fund on the excess returns of multiple risk factors.
where r t+1 is excess return on a hedge fund over one month Treasury-bill rate. x t+1 is a K-vector of excess returns on K risk factors, proxied by various market indexes (or asset classes) including the equity, bond, currency exchange and commodity markets. Each factor represents the payoff of a self-financing portfolio strategy, long a risky asset class and short the T-bill. Similar multifactor models or asset class models include Sharpe (1992), Elton et al. (1993) for mutual funds, and Fung and Hsieh (1997), Liang (1999) , and Naik (2000, 2004) for hedge funds. The coefficient β is a vector of market exposures, and α measures abnormal performance.
Focus Market
A focus market is introduced and defined as the market in which the hedge fund trades most actively. The assumption is that the fund manager trades most actively in the market where she holds superior information. Fung and Hsieh (1997) decompose hedge fund returns into "location" and "trading strategy" components, suggesting that "the actual returns are therefore products of location choice and trading strategy." In this sense, the focus market is the main trading location, while market timing is the trading strategy of particular interest to this study.
Based on return data, perhaps the most straightforward way to define the focus market is relying on the fund's exposures to various markets. As well documented in the style analysis literature (e.g., Jensen, 1968; Lehmann and Modest, 1987; Sharpe, 1992; and Elton et al., 1993 ), a fund's factor exposures generally yield information about its style. Therefore, as the initial step, we assign the focus market according to the fund's market exposures from the linear multifactor model (1) . Specifically, for each hedge fund category we run regression (1) for an equally-weighted portfolio of the category, and select the market associated with the most significant exposure as the focus market.
However, such exposure-based assignment may have limitations due to hedge funds' highly dynamic strategies. First, a hedge fund can bear low average exposure to the focus market by buying undervalued and selling short overvalued securities at the same time (e.g., the market neutral strategy) because market exposures from long and short positions may offset each other. Second, average market exposures might not accurately reveal the focus market if the fund alternates trading directions (long or short) based on forecast about market conditions.
In this scenario the fund does indeed time the market but shows a low beta. Third, some funds may have more than one focus market. For instance, global macro funds (e.g., George
Soros's Quantum Fund) can take bets on various markets such as equity, bond, and currency markets.
In view of the limitations of exposure-based assignment, we also use the self-described hedge fund strategy definitions (see Appendix for details) which classify hedge funds according to fund disclosures and questionnaires. 6 These definitions indicate the fund's investment objective and portfolio strategy and thus complement the use of market exposures to determine the focus market, when finer information about security holdings and transactions is 6 One possible limitation facing both exposure-based and strategy-based assignments is style shifting of hedge funds. That is, both approaches are unable to determine the focus markets if the fund switches investing styles frequently. In fact, "focus" market is perhaps not an appropriate terminology in such a case. However, Brown, Goetzmann, and Ibbotson (1999) find that generally hedge funds do not change their strategy ostensibly.
unavailable. 7 Our empirical analysis below shows that the focus markets suggested by market exposures and strategy definitions are generally consistent with each other. Finally, for the hedge fund categories of event driven, global macro and managed futures, we assign more than one focus market according to the strategy descriptions and consistent with previous studies of Hsieh (1997, 2001 ) and Mitchell and Pulvino (2001) . For these funds, we test timing ability in one focus market at a time.
The main advantage of using the focus market lies in its parsimony in examining market timing within a multiple-market framework. Otherwise investigating timing ability in all the markets jointly would require K new regressors (see Eq. (1)). Further, since we desire to apply the conditional approach, we need even more regressors to control for the response to public information. Too many regressors will reduce test power and make the results unreliable, especially given the relatively short return series of hedge funds. Of course, if we had a long return history, it would be interesting to test timing ability in all markets jointly, as studied by Lehmann and Modest (1987) .
Conditional Multifactor Treynor-Mazuy Model
The original Treynor-Mazuy model is:
where γ measures market timing ability. α is timing-adjusted alpha (or selectivity; see Admati et al., 1986) . This model can be interpreted as a version of the Capital Asset Pricing Model 7 Besides the category definitions, Fung and Hsieh (1997) determine hedge fund styles based on factor analysis, and Brown and Goetzmann (2003) define styles by grouping hedge funds by past returns so that the fund groups show predictive power in explaining the future cross-sectional returns. In spite of merits in the two return-based approaches, they are not applicable in our market timing study. First, it is difficult to directly relate such empirical styles to various security markets. Second, these styles already encompass the nonlinearity in hedge fund returns so that we cannot use them as benchmark to detect convexity from market timing. Fortunately, Brown and Goetzmann (2003, p.105) document that "there is a remarkable agreement between these return-based classifications and the classifications that TASS has determined," which justifies the use of strategy definitions from TASS.
with a dynamic beta (see Jensen, 1972) :
where,
Eq. (4) reflects the essence of market timing: the fund's market exposure adjusts to the timing signal (r m,t+1 + η t+1 ). Admati et al. (1986) show that, under the normality assumption, β t responds linearly to the timing signal. β 0 is a constant market risk level. Substituting Eq.
(4) into (3) and including the independent zero-mean noise η into error term, we obtain the TM model.
In this paper, we apply conditional performance evaluation to measure conditional timing ability in the focus market. Eq. (5) is a predictive regression, capturing the expectation of the focus market return based on lagged public information.
z t is a L−vector (including a constant) of public information that describes the state of the economy. Numerous previous studies have shown that the stock and bond returns are predictable by lagged instrumental variables, such as the short-term interest rate, bond yield spreads and the dividend yield.
Next, analogous to Ferson and Schadt (1996) and Becker et al. (1999) , we propose a conditional multifactor TM model where exposure to the focus market is time-varying.
where β f is loading on the focus market, i.e., the element in the vector β corresponding to the focus market. β 0,f is the constant beta and so are the other betas in the vector β corresponding to other market factors. ex f,t+1 denotes the expectation about the focus market based on public information, and (x f,t+1 +η t+1 ) denotes the manager's private timing signal. Therefore, Eq. (7) reveals two sources of the dynamic beta -reaction to public information and market timing.
Substituting Eq. (7) into (1) delivers the conditional multifactor timing model as the following equation system: 8
where γ measures conditional timing ability. The conditional multifactor TM model assumes that the fund manager will concentrate timing behavior in the focus market.
We estimate the equation system (8) and (9) simultaneously using the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM. Hansen, 1982) . The following equations describe the moment conditions.
where is Kronecker product. g t+1 , a (3+L+K) by one vector, denotes the moment condition at t + 1. g is the sample average moment condition. The parameters to estimate are δ f , α, β 0 , β 1,f , and γ.
The GMM system brings some methodology refinements over the traditional market timing regressions. First, the conditional equation system is parsimonious since we add only one additional regressor (δ f z t )x f,t+1 to capture the effect of public information. This reduces the dimensionality of parameters compared to the market timing model of Ferson and Schadt (1996) . Moreover, the GMM system provides consistent standard errors for the parameters, since it accounts for the correlation between the residuals in Eq. (8) and the residuals in Eq.
(9). 9
8 For comparative purposes, we also evaluate timing ability based on an unconditional multifactor TM model rt+1 = α+β 0 xt+1+γx 2 f,t+1 +εt+1. 9 Call the parameter vector φ, and the covariance matrix of φ in the GMM is V ar(φ) =
is an optimal weighting matrix. This covariance matrix of the parameters provides efficient GMM standard errors (Hansen, 1982 ).
Conditional Multifactor Henriksson-Merton Model
Henriksson and Merton (1981) develop an alternative market timing model, where the fund manager shifts the portfolio weights discretely, and the convexity in the fund's relation to the market may be approximated by a call option. The original HM model is as follows.
where I(r m,t+1 > 0) is an indicator function that equals one if r m,t+1 > 0 and zero otherwise.
The coefficient γ measures timing ability, and α measures selectivity or micro-forecasting ability.
Similar to our approach with the conditional TM model, we derive a conditional multifactor HM model in the following equation system:
where
indicates whether the focus market outperforms or underperforms the risk-free rate.
The term x f,t+1 I * f,t+1 (i.e., |x f,t+1 |) represents a standard straddle that describes the payoff of a perfect market timer who can take both long and short positions in the market (see Merton, 1981) . Similar straddle factors are used in Fung and Hsieh (2001) to explain the returns of trend-following funds. Again, our test of timing ability concentrates on the focus market for the sake of model parsimony and test power. Chan, Chen and Lakonishok (2002) propose alternative multifactor HM model to investigate the ability to jointly time multiple markets or asset classes.
The Data

Hedge Fund Data
In this paper, the main hedge fund data are from the TASS database, one of the most comprehensive hedge fund databases. Managed Futures, Fund of Funds, and Other. In our sample, we include only the funds that report monthly net-of-fee returns denominated in U.S. dollars. We also require the funds to have assets under management over $10 million to mitigate possible biases (e.g., backfill bias) with small funds. 10 Finally, funds of hedge funds are omitted because they are aggregates of other individual funds, and funds under the category of "other" are also excluded. After these screens, 1,471 funds (1,093 active and 378 defunct funds) remain in the sample.
We evaluate fund performance at both the category level and the individual fund level. For category level analysis, we use the returns on the equally-weighted portfolios for each category (we also employ value-weighted portfolios and obtain the same inferences). Survivorship bias arises from the fact that poorly performing funds disappear over time, and performance evaluation based on surviving funds may generate an upward bias (see Brown et al., 1992) . To avoid survivorship bias, we employ only category portfolios since January 1994, because TASS started keeping track of defunct funds then. Panel A of Table 1 In addition, we employ several hedge fund indexes from the Hedge Fund Research (HFR) database, corresponding to the TASS categories, to do robustness checks. Panel B of Table   1 presents summary statistics of these HFR indexes.
[Insert Table 1 about here] 10 In a robustness check, we remove this size criterion and the empirical results are not affected qualitatively. The U.S. stock market shows the highest mean return, while the emerging markets are most volatile in the sample period. Due to strong correlations between the three equity market indexes, we use only one equity factor for each hedge fund category to avoid multicollinearity problem.
Risk Factors
Predetermined Instruments
In the conditional models, we employ four one-month lagged instruments to represent public information, including the three-month T-bill yield, the term spread between the ten-year treasury bond yield and the three-month T-bill yield, the quality spread between Moody's BAA-rated and AAA-rated corporate bonds, and the dividend yield of the S&P 500 index. We use the first difference of the instruments in Equations (8) and (12), because the level series are highly autocorrelated and could yield spurious evidence as discussed by Table 2 shows the results from regression (1) [Insert Table 2 about here] Table 3 reports the focus markets (i.e., the main trading locations) for various hedge fund categories assigned by the procedure described in Section 2.2. The assignment of the focus market for most of the categories is straightforward based on their market exposures.
Empirical Results
Focus Market
However, for three categories -event driven, global macro and managed futures -we assign more than one focus market according to the strategy definitions and consistent with the existing literature.
The focus market for convertible arbitrage funds is the high yield bond market, since the exposure to this market is most significant from the regression (1) with a beta of 0.19 and a t-ratio of 3.30. It makes sense that convertible arbitrage funds assume credit risk because they often purchase convertible bonds issued by small firms with low credit ratings.
The equity market acts as the focus market for equity-based fund categories such as dedicated short bias, emerging markets, equity market neutral, and long-short equity hedge funds. As shown in Table 2 , these categories show most significant exposure to the equity market, consistent with their strategy definitions. Equity market neutral funds exhibit statistically significant positive market exposure suggesting they are not completely market neutral, despite the a market beta (0.06).
Based on coefficients from regression (1), the focus market for fixed income arbitrage funds is the foreign bond market. Besides the foreign bond market, this category also shows significant exposure to high yield bonds. However, given the funds' global orientation disclosed by the strategy definition, the foreign bond market should be more likely to be their main trading location.
Event driven includes two main sub-categories: risk (merger) arbitrage and distressed securities. For the former, the U.S. equity market should be the focus market since the funds invest simultaneously in long and short positions in both firms involved in a merger or acquisition. For the latter, the high yield bond market is the focus market since such funds bear credit risk due to investments in firms under restructuring. Thus the category has two focus markets since TASS combines the two sub-groups into one category. Indeed, Table 2 shows that the category exhibits the largest exposures to the U.S. equity market and the high yield bond market.
Global macro funds are well known to trade globally in various asset classes. Considering the diverse trading locations of the funds, the category should have multiple focus markets.
From regression (1), the category exhibits significant exposures to the world equity market, the U.S bond market and the Non-U.S. bond market, suggesting three focus markets. In addition, despite the general low exposure, the currency market acts as the fourth focus market, because the category is known to actively transact currencies. In general, the assignment of the focus markets based on both market exposures and strategy definitions conforms to the real-world practice of hedge funds in terms of their main trading locations. Although setting multiple focus markets for global macro and managed futures seems somewhat arbitrary, we think that the assignment is reasonably intuitive and consistent with the strategy definitions and related literature. To a large extent, the focus market should capture the commonality in trading locations of individual funds within a category and thus provides a parsimonious basis to measure timing ability in the hedge fund industry.
[Insert Table 3 about here] Table 4 shows timing ability in the focus markets at the category level. Based on the unconditional TM model, we find five significantly positive timing coefficients, namely convertible arbitrage funds in the high yield bond market, global macro funds in the Non-U.S. bond and the currency markets, and managed futures funds in the Non-U.S. bond and the currency markets. The adjusted R 2 's increase for these categories, indicating that the market timing model can better explain the fund returns than the linear model. In the meantime, four cases show significant concavity of fund returns to the focus market, namely event driven funds in the U.S. equity market, emerging markets funds in the emerging markets, fixed-income arbitrage in the Non-U.S. bond market, and global macro funds in the U.S. bond market. The timing-adjusted alpha (selectivity) is significantly positive for all the categories except global macro and managed futures funds.
Market Timing at the Category Level
The inference from the conditional multifactor TM model is slightly different. After public information is controlled for, the "negative" timing (concavity) becomes less significant while the evidence of positive timing ability remains strong. In particular, the negative timing coefficients of event driven, emerging market, and fixed income arbitrage are no longer statistically significant at the 5% level according to the conditional measure. This is consistent with Ferson and Schadt (1996) and Becker et al. (1999) who show that conditional approaches can explain negative timing ability in mutual funds by controlling for public information.
[Insert Table 4 about here] Convertible arbitrage funds typically buy convertible bonds and short sell the underlying equities. As an arbitrage strategy, the category focuses on identifying relative mispricing of different securities. However, these funds may still take bets on credit risk changes when making entry and exit decisions in the convertible bond market, which can be thought as timing ability. From the conditional TM model, convertible arbitrage has a timing coefficient of 2.05. This means that if a fund manager forecasts an excess return of 1% in the high yield bond market next month, she will increase the portfolio exposure by about 0.02 according to Eq. (7), roughly one-tenth of the constant target beta of 0.19. This indicates the economic significance of timing ability.
Event driven funds on average show a concavity ("negative" timing ability) to the U.S. equity market. Similarly, Mitchell and Pulvino (2001) find the concavity in merger arbitrage funds in that the funds show larger risk exposure during down markets than during up markets. Mitchell and Pulvino point out that merger arbitrage funds assume higher market risk during market downturns because merger and acquisition deals are more likely to fail in such situations. Therefore, the return concavity of event driven funds is more likely a property of their investment style than an indication of poor timing ability.
Emerging markets funds on average present some negative timing in the emerging market, but it is not statistically significant based on the conditional measure. Given low liquidity and short sale constraints in most emerging markets, it is not surprising that on the whole emerging market funds cannot effectively time the markets.
Fixed income arbitrage funds show concave returns to the Non-U.S. bond market. According to the strategy definition, this hedge fund style mainly attempts to exploit relative mispricing among various fixed income securities worldwide while neutralizing the exposure to interest rate risk. Thus, their main portfolio strategy is not market timing. However, the concavity in foreign bond markets indicates that the funds may bear heavy interest rate exposure during market downturns. A famous example is Long Term Capital Management that suffered huge losses in the fall of 1998 when Russian bonds defaulted.
Global macro funds exhibit successful market timing in the Non-U.S. bond market and the currency market. This seems reasonable since such funds are known to take bets in differing markets. The funds' average exposure to the currency market is low, perhaps because they frequently alternate between long and short positions. On the other hand, similar to the finding of Fung, Xu, and Yao (2002), the funds do not show timing ability in the world equity market.
Managed futures funds show timing ability in the Non-U.S. bond market and the currency market. This result makes sense given that the funds' main portfolio strategy -trend following -can be considered as a type of market timing, entering a contract at the lowest price and exiting at the highest price. Fung and Hsieh (2001) also find that the payoffs of trend followers resemble those of lookback straddles on bonds, currencies and commodities. Our results are generally similar to Fung and Hsieh (2001) in that we also find timing ability in the bond and currency markets, although the evidence of market timing in the commodity market is weak.
In addition, equity market neutral funds and long-short equity hedge funds show little evidence of timing ability at the aggregate level. Most of these funds (especially market neutral funds) concentrate on profiting from mispriced securities rather than from forecasting the market trend. Indeed, we notice strong evidence of selectivity from these funds. Specifically, timing-adjusted alphas are over 0.5% per month (about 6% per annum) for both categories. Table 5 shows the results from the alternative multifactor HM model, where the inferences are similar to the results from the TM model.
[Insert Table 5 about here] Clearly, the above findings manifest the importance of the multiple market framework and the focus market concept proposed in this paper. If one examined timing ability only in the equity market as the traditional mutual funds market timing literature does, the results would suggest no successful timing ability existing in the hedge fund industry. Hence, our multifactor timing model is useful in better understanding the hedge funds' nonlinear return patterns.
Somewhat surprisingly, we do not find evidence of successful market timing in any equity market based on the TASS hedge funds dataset. One possible explanation is that TASS does not categorize the equity market timers together so that these timers scatter in differing categories. In this regard, we are motivated to explore fund-specific timing abilities among individual hedge funds.
Market Timing of Individual Funds
We now measure the timing ability of individual hedge funds, because different funds Table 6 presents the distribution of timing ability and timing-adjusted alphas among individual hedge funds. From the unconditional TM model, we find 60 of the 1,012 timing coefficients for individual funds are significantly positive at the 5% level, while 108 funds show significant negative timing. 11 Using the conditional TM model, we find more funds (76) exhibiting positive timing at 5% level, and slightly fewer (101) negative timing ability. 12 [Insert Table 6 about here]
Given the large number of funds, we need to address the multiple comparisons to ensure that the findings are not random. To this end, we calculate Bonferroni p-values associated 11 For funds with more than one focus market, we use the average of values in their focus markets, as shown in Table 6 .
12 If we assume that γ's are from an independent Bernoulli distribution, the 1,012 γ's follow a Binomial distribution with t-statistic = with extreme t-statistics, which is a conservative one-tailed test that all of the coefficients are zero against the alternative that at least one coefficient is positive (or negative). From the conditional TM model, the Bonferroni p-values associated with maximum t-statistics are below the 5% significance level for five hedge fund categories, namely convertible arbitrage, emerging markets, global macro, long-short equity hedge, and managed futures. This result indicates the existence of successful timing ability in these styles. For example, more than one-fifth (16 out of 75) convertible arbitrage funds show timing ability in the high yield bond market, and about one quarter of global market funds (11 out of 54) and managed futures funds (19 out of 66) exhibit timing ability in the Non-U.S. bond market. In the meanwhile, the Bonferroni p-values associated with minimum t-statistics indicate some evidence of concavity in the fund categories of event driven and emerging markets. As discussed earlier, however, such concavity is more likely a feature of their investment strategies than reflecting poor timing ability. In addition, some funds display timing skills despite no evidence at their category levels. For example, some emerging markets funds show timing ability in the emerging market, and some long-short equity funds show ability to time the U.S. equity market.
The inference about timing-adjusted alpha implies existence of selectivity in hedge funds.
About 41% of individual funds show positive timing-adjusted alphas at the 5% significance level according to conditional measure. Among the highest proportion of security pickers are the categories of convertible arbitrage, event driven, fixed income arbitrage, and long-short equity funds. This result seems intuitive, since these arbitrage-oriented funds concentrate on identifying mispriced securities. 13 13 Aragon (2006) shows that hedge funds that use lockup provisions tend to exhibit higher alpha than those that do not, and argues that alpha can be interpreted compensation for funds' illiquid holdings imbedded in the provisions. This argument makes sense particularly for the arbitrage-oriented funds in that they mainly employ a convergence strategy (e.g., "pairs trading" described by Gatev, Goetzmann, and Rouwenhorst, 2006) by investing into mispriced securities. Since it usually takes time for the prices to converge, the arbitrage funds have incentives to impose lockups to avoid early redemption that hurts performance (see, e.g., Shleifer and Vishny, 1997) . This may partially explain why funds with lockups realize higher returns on average. Indeed, the first-order autocorrelation is larger in the returns of these arbitrage-oriented funds, as shown by Getmansky et al. (2003) . In contrast, the redemption restrictions are less likely to be important for funds focusing on a market timing strategy that requires liquidity. In fact, less than 5% of global macro and managed futures funds in our sample impose lockup provisions, and their returns show small serial correlation.
Overall, about 7.5% (76 out of 1,012 in the conditional TM model) of the hedge funds show successful timing ability, and more than 40% (438 out of 1,012) show selection ability.
These findings indicate that market timing is less common than security picking in our hedge fund sample. Nevertheless, our results are quite different from the previous findings in mutual funds where little evidence supports either timing ability or selectivity. The results from the multifactor HM model present similar inferences (details are available upon request).
Robustness Tests
Market Timing Using the HFR Database
We also use a different dataset -Hedge Fund Research (HFR) database -to test the timing ability of hedge funds. We choose several HFR indexes corresponding to the TASS categories, and find that they have the same focus markets as their TASS counterparts. Table   7 reports the results from the multifactor Treynor-Mazuy model using the HFR indexes over January 1994 to June 2002. Generally, the tests provide the same inferences as those using the TASS data. For example, convertible arbitrage funds and macro funds show successful timing ability at the category level. Event driven shows concavity to the stock market. Again, at the category level we find little evidence of positive timing in the equity markets from these HFR indexes corresponding to TASS categories. There is evidence of selectivity particularly with the arbitrage-oriented fund categories. The adjusted R 2 's are large relative to those in the linear model.
[Insert Table 7 about here] The HFR database does not contain managed futures funds (commodities trading advisors, or CTA). However, it specifies a category named "market timing." Consistent with the finding of Chen and Liang (2006) , the market timing category shows significant ability to time the U.S. equity market, with a timing coefficient of 1.65 and a t-value of 3.50 from the TM model. In addition, timing-adjusted alpha for this category is insignificant, implying that these funds probably do not concentrate as much on security picking as on market timing.
If we evaluate this category by a linear multifactor regression, however, alpha is significantly positive and may be misleadingly interpreted as selectivity. From this perspective, the market timing model does a better job of performance attribution for this style.
Nonlinearity for Other Reasons
Thus far, we have tested for timing ability of hedge funds using return-based market timing models with controls for public information. A nonlinear relation between fund returns and market returns, however, could arise from sources other than market timing and using public information.
First, trading options can create nonlinearities unrelated to market timing. Jagannathan and Korajczyk (1986) show that a fund manager that has no timing ability but buys (sells short) option contracts can exhibit artificial market timing -more specifically, positive (negative) timing and negative (positive) selectivity from the TM or HM models. This concern certainly applies to hedge funds, since these sophisticated investors are well known to use derivatives in portfolio management.
To address this issue, we conduct several robustness tests. Our initial experiment is to compare the timing ability of the funds that use options with those that do not. If the evidence of timing ability comes mostly from option trading, we would expect that option users exhibit significantly better timing skills than nonusers. For each fund in our sample, we assign it into one of the two groups -option users and nonusers, wherever TASS specifies whether the fund uses options or not. As a result, 897 out of 1,012 individual funds are divided into 573 (64%) option users and 324 (36%) nonusers. The proportion of option users in hedge funds is much higher than for mutual funds where only 21 percent use derivatives according to Koski and Pontiff (1999) . In Panel A of Table 8 , we examine timing ability of two equally-weighted portfolios consisting of option users and non-users, respectively. There is no significant difference in terms of timing ability between option users and nonusers. In Panel B, we compare the timing ability of options users and nonusers based on the t-test and Wilcoxon test. The results show little difference in timing ability between the two groups, since the p-values are above 5% for most cases. Therefore, the evidence of timing ability in hedge funds is robust to options trading. Chen (2006) studies the hedge fund derivatives use and finds that generally the use of derivatives is associated with lower portfolio risks.
[Insert Table 8 about here] In attempting to address the derivative use concern, Jagannathan and Korajczyk (1986) suggest checking whether the value of "total performance," estimated byα +γx 2 f,t+1 in this context, is positive or not. A negative value of total performance raises warning of possible artificial timing, since informationless derivatives use should not deliver overall value-added ability. We find that the total performance at aggregate level is positive for all fund categories regardless of model specifications, except for emerging markets funds in the conditional Treynor-Mazuy model.
In addition, Glosten and Jagannathan (1994) suggest approximating the fund returns using selected option indexes on the market. Following this suggestion, Agarwal and Naik (2004) employ option factors (including returns on at-the-money and out-of-the-money call and put options on the S&P index) to capture the nonlinearity of hedge fund returns. They find that the payoffs of equity-oriented hedge funds generally resemble a short position in a put option on the stock index and thus bear significant left-tail risk. We include the option factors to our market timing models as additional regressors. 14 Consistent with Agarwal and Naik (2004), we find that hedge funds generally show some exposure to the option returns, but introducing these factors slightly magnifies the timing coefficients (details about this test are available upon request). This is not surprising in that, given the payoffs that resemble writing put options and thus display concavity to the market, controlling for such concavity should strengthen the convexity from market timing. Further, the correlation between these option factors and the payoff of Henriksson-Merton-type market timing strategy is not more than 0.25 in absolute value, suggesting that nonlinearity from holding options alone seems unlikely to explain timing ability. Finally, hedge funds charge performance-based incentive fee that is usually paid to the manager only if fund returns surpass a specified hurdle rate and recover past losses. The calloption-like fee structure is equivalent to writing a call option from the investors' perspective and could potentially create a concave payoff relative to the market return.
Therefore, although the non-timing-related reasons may cause nonlinear payoffs, our inferences are not seriously affected by these problems. We show that option use is not the reason for nonlinearity in the context. Our tests are also conservative to the other two nonlinearity sources because, if existing, they would bias against finding convexity from market timing.
Persistence of Performance
To obtain deeper insights regarding the performance of hedge funds, we test persistence of performance. The question is: how is a hedge fund's future performance related to past performance? The test is useful for the following reasons. On one hand, it can help distinguish whether a successful fund has superior ability or is merely lucky. On the other hand, investors are interested in a fund's persistence, because, ceteris paribus, investors will prefer to allocate more wealth to those funds that show persistent ability.
We run alternative cross-sectional regressions to explore performance persistence within each hedge fund category. In particular, following Christopherson, Ferson, and Glassman (1998), we test if a fund's past performance can predict its future excess returns. The term total performance, similar to Jagannathan and Korajczyk (1986) and Bollen and Busse (2005) , is defined as follows:
where α p,t is timing-adjusted alpha (or selectivity) and γ p,t is timing coefficient of the hedge fund p, estimated by the conditional multifactor TM model using monthly observations from t − N + 1 to t. 15 The term t j=t−N +1 x 2 f,j /N is the average of the squared excess return on the focus market. Consequently, P erf p,t represents the manager's total ability as the combination of selectivity and timing.
We use the following cross-sectional regression to test performance persistence.
where the regressor P erf p,t is the fund p's total performance during the past N months. r t+h p,t is the fund's compounded excess return for the period from t to t + h. Here, h denotes the horizon over which we test performance persistence. The null hypothesis is no performance persistence, i.e., the slope coefficient λ 1,h is zero, whereas a positive λ 1,h supports the alter- the funds showing return record in this month, we choose those funds that already have at 15 For funds with more than one focus market, we only report results from the test using the first focus market.
Tests using timing coefficients from the other focus markets present similar inference about performance persistence. the future h months (from month t + 1 to month t + h) in the estimation window onto the total performance P erf p,t , to estimate the coefficients of λ 1,h for every month in the sample period. 16 When the horizon h is longer than one month, the time series of the λ 1,h estimates will be autocorrelated because of the overlapping data. We adjust the standard errors using h − 1 moving average terms proposed by Newey and West (1987) .
Our sample for testing performance persistence, to a large extent, should be free of survivorship bias. The sample does not require the funds to exist through the whole sample period, so called "end-of-sample conditioning" in Carhart et al. (2002) . Although the criterion of having 36 consecutive observations removes some funds, they seem to be those poorly performed funds disappearing in less than 3 years since operation. Additionally, Carhart et al.
find that multi-period survivor conditioning weakens the evidence of performance persistence, which implies that the true persistence might be slightly stronger than we find. Table 9 Panel A shows the results for regression (15) . We find that total performance has some predictability to future excess returns, for most of the λ 1,h estimates are positive.
Furthermore, three categories emerging markets, equity market neutral and global macro have Bonferroni p-values associated with maximum t-statistics below 0.05. We also report the value of λ 1,h /h, which measures how much one more percent total performance for the past two years can contribute cross-sectionally to the average excess return for the next h months. Take the category equity market neutral as an example, λ 1,1 equals 0.14 meaning that fund A will have a return 14 basis points (1.68% per annum) higher than fund B for the month, if during the past two years fund A showed one more percent total performance 16 Here, h is between one and 12 months, limited by the estimation window length. It would be tempting to examine a longer horizon, but that requires longer time-series observations for individual funds and might incur survivorship bias.
than fund B, while λ 1,12 /12 equals 0.15 suggesting that fund A's average monthly return for this whole year will be 15 basis points (1.8% per annum) higher than fund B's.
[Insert Table 9 about here]
In general, as the prediction horizon h increases from one to 12 months, the magnitude of λ 1,h /h decreases or shows a hump shape, meaning that the persistence is vanishing over time.
However, more t-statistics fall into the 5% significance level as h increases, which seems to imply that past performance provides non-decay predictive information although in smaller magnitude. This is somewhat puzzling, since it suggests that past performance could be long-lived information. Therefore, we conduct the following forward prediction regression to investigate this puzzle.
where r p,t+h is the excess return of the month t + h. This regression answers the question if the past performance can predict future return at a particular month ahead. This regression does not have overlapping data and so the standard error of coefficient estimate is not disturbed, without need of Newey-West adjustment. Panel B of Table 9 shows that t-statistics become less significant as prediction horizon h increases, so the predictive power of the past performance is decaying. Again, the magnitude of λ 1,h decreases or shows a hump shape, as displayed in Fig. 1 and 2 .
[Insert Figure 1 
Conclusions
This paper examines timing ability of hedge funds covering various investment categories.
Given that hedge fund often invest in multiple markets and employ dynamic trading strategies, we measure the timing ability controlling for trading in multiple markets and fund reaction to public information. More importantly, we propose the concept of a focus market in which a fund trades most actively and is most likely to show timing ability, if any. Emphasizing timing ability in the focus market and applying the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) equation system simplifies the parametric specification and improves test power.
Using a large sample of hedge funds during 1994-2002, we show evidence at both the aggregate and the fund levels that a few hedge fund categories (such as convertible arbitrage, global macro, managed futures, and long-short equity) can time their focus markets including bond markets, currency markets, as well as equity markets. The evidence is robust to options trading and other informationless trading. Hedge funds as a whole, however, exhibit less market timing ability than security selection ability. Finally, tests of performance persistence show some evidence of "hot hands" over a short horizon.
Chen and Liang (2006) find that self-declared market timing hedge funds have the ability to time the U.S. equity market. In this paper, we employ a broader hedge fund sample to examine the timing ability of various investment categories in multiple markets. In general, several hedge fund categories show better timing ability than mutual funds since most of the mutual fund literature has documented little evidence. Therefore, we argue that market timing can be one important source of the nonlinear feature of hedge fund payoffs documented by Fung and Hsieh (1997).
Table 1 Summary statistics
The sample period is from January 1994 through June 2002 (102 observations). The units of the returns are monthly percentage. Mean is the sample average return. STD is the sample standard deviation. ρ1 is the first order sample autocorrelation. The instruments include the three-month T-bill rate, the term spread, the quality spread, and the S&P dividend yield. Table 2 Multifactor model of category portfolios
We run the multifactor model with monthly returns on the equally-weighted portfolios of nine hedge fund categories during January 1994 through June 2002:
where rt+1 is the excess return on a category portfolio at time t+1, and xt+1 is a K×1 vector of the excess returns on market indexes. The market indexes include the U.S. equity market (STK), the world equity market (WLD), the emerging markets (EMG), the U.S. government bond market (USB), the Non-U.S. bond market (NUSB), the U.S. high yield bond market (HIYD), the currencies market (CURR), and the commodity market (COMM). Abnormal performance α is in the second column. The middle columns show the market exposures β, and the values in bold represent the most significant market exposures. The units of the alphas are monthly percent. The t-statistics are in parentheses. 
Table 3 Focus market
We assign the focus market(s) for each category based on the results of the regression (1) and the strategy definitions of the hedge fund categories. For a few categories, we assign more than one focus market. Hedge Fund Categories 
where γ measures timing ability and α measures selectivity. rt+1 is the excess return on the fund, and xt+1 is the vector of excess returns on the market factors. x f,t+1 is the excess return on the focus market. We run the conditional TM model using the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) equation system during January 1994 to June 2002:
where γ measures timing ability and α measures selectivity. zt is the vector of lagged instruments including the three-month T-bill rate, the term spread, the quality spread, and the S&P dividend yield. 
γ measures timing ability and α measures selectivity. rt+1 is the excess return on the fund, and xt+1 is the vector of excess returns on the market factors. x f,t+1 is the excess return on the focus market. The indicator I * f,t+1 denotes timing information about whether the focus market will outperform the risk-free rate. We estimate timing ability based on the conditional HM model using the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) equation system.
where, γ measures timing ability and α measures selectivity. rt+1 is the excess return on the fund, and xt+1 is the vector of excess returns on the market factors. x f,t+1 is the excess return on the focus market.
Second, we estimate the conditional multifactor TM model for individual funds using the GMM equation system.
where γ is the unconditional timing ability and α is the timing-adjusted alpha (or, selectivity). rt+1 is the excess return at time t+1, and xt+1 is the excess returns on the market factors. x f,t+1 is excess return on the focus market. We estimate timing ability based on the conditional HM model using the HFR database:
zt is the vector of lagged instruments including the three-month T-bill rate, the term spread, the quality spread, and the S&P dividend yield. The unit of alpha is monthly percent. The t-statistics are in parentheses. 
where γ measures timing ability. zt is the vector of lagged instruments including the three-month T-bill rate, the term spread, the quality spread, and the S&P dividend yield. Panel A shows the timing ability of two equally weighted portfolios based on option users and option non-users, respectively. Panel B presents results at the fund level, where two alternative tests of differences are considered. t-test represents the test of null hypothesis that mean timing coefficients are equal for users and non-users of options. Wilcoxon is a nonparametric location test. "Total funds" include only those that explicitly report whether to use options or not. Table 9 Persistence of performance
We test for persistence of performance using two alternative specifications.
(I) The first specification is as follows:
P erfp,t = αp,t + γp,t(
r t+h p,t = λ o,h + λ 1,h P erfp,t + v t+h p,t ,
r t+h p,t is the compounded excess return from the month t through t+h. h=1, 3, 6 or 12 months. Perf measure the total performance. For each month from January 1994 to June 2002, the selectivity component αp,t and the timing component γp,t(
f,j /N ) are estimated using the returns of the past 24 months. We calculate the t-statistics by the Fama-MacBeth (1973) methodology, and adjust for the standard errors using h-1 moving average terms proposed by Newey and West (1987) . The Bonferroni p-values for the extreme t-statistics are provided (values larger than 1.0 are shown as 1.00 and values smaller than 0.005 are shown as 0.00). Note: we do not report the results for the category Dedicated Short Bias, because it includes too few individual funds to run a meaningful cross-sectional regression.
Panel A: Specification (I) h=1 h=3 h=6 h=12 Bonferroni Category P -value t-ratio λ 1,h /h t-ratio λ 1,h /h t-ratio λ 1,h /h t-ratio λ 1 Table 9 (Continued) (II) The second specification is as follows:
r p,t+h = λ o,h + λ 1,h P erfp,t + v p,t+h . 
where, r t+h p,t is the compounded excess return from month t through month t + h. h=1, 3, 6 or 12 months. Perf measure the total performance. The examined hedge fund categories include Convertible Arbitrage (CA), Event Driven (ED), Emerging Markets (EM), Equity Market Neutral (EMN), Fixed Income Arbitrage (FIA), Global Macro (GM), Long/Short Equity Hedge (LSEH), and Managed Futures (MF). 
where, r p,t+h is the excess return of the month t + h. Perf measure the total performance. The examined hedge fund categories include Convertible Arbitrage (CA), Event Driven (ED), Emerging Markets (EM), Equity Market Neutral (EMN), Fixed Income Arbitrage (FIA), Global Macro (GM), Long/Short Equity Hedge (LSEH), and Managed Futures (MF).
